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In this lesson students will be mastering the following:

Mastery content:

• A tableau is when some of the actors freeze in the middle of the action.  A tableau reveals a 
character’s thoughts or feelings at a particular moment.

• Fifteen million soldiers from Britain’s colonies signed up to fight for the British army, air force 
and navy.

• American GIs (General Infantry) were stationed in England.  They were waiting to invade 
Europe to defeat Nazi Germany.

Objective:
Read Act One Scene Two.
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This lesson contains strong racist language and sexual swear words.

It is important to have a structured discussion with your students about 
how you, as a class, will approach these terms:

• when reading the text aloud 
• in discussions
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1. Three airmen arrive to stay at Queenie’s house. One of them is Michael Roberts who 
Queenie is instantly attracted to.

2. Bernard in the RAF by the end of Act One Scene Two.
3. Queenie married Bernard to avoid returning to her family’s farm after Dorothy dies.
4. The Blitz was when German planes bombed English cities such as London.
5. Albert is unable to speak because he has shell shock.

Gilbert and Albert

1. What happens at the end of Act One Scene Two?
2. Where is Bernard by the end of Act One Scene Two?
3. Why did Queenie marry Bernard?
4. What was the Blitz?
5. Why is Albert unable to speak?
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We are going to read the next scene

In ‘Small Island’…

• Scene Three introduces a new character – Gilbert.
• In Scene Three, Gilbert tells his story.

Scene Three is set in England. Gilbert

Remember:
• Characters can talk to the audience to reveal their thoughts, feelings, and memories.

• Scenes are how Acts are structured.  A change in scene shows a change in place or a 
change in time. 
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Gilbert
In ‘Small Island’…

• Gilbert is a Black Jamaican man.
• His ambition is to become a lawyer in England.
• Like Michael, he joins the RAF during The Second 

World War.

• He does not get to become a gunner in a plane.
• Instead, he drives coal trucks in rural England.
• Gilbert is intelligent, charming and kind.

Fifteen million soldiers from Britain’s colonies 
signed up to fight for the British army, air force 
and navy.
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“No Jim Crow, here”
In Scene Three…

• We see American soldiers mistreating Gilbert.

• Back in America, there were laws that discriminated against Black people.  These laws were 
called ‘Jim Crow’ laws. 

• Even in England, white American soldiers do not want Black soldiers sitting with them in the 
cinema.

• Scene Three opens in the middle of a fight.

• The American GIs use offensive language that reflect a racist and hateful background.  It is 
sadly accurate for the period.

American GIs (General Infantry) were stationed in England.  They were waiting to invade 
Europe to defeat Nazi Germany.
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Discuss as a class:

1. Why is it important that Levy includes racist and offensive language 
in ‘Small Island’?

2. How would you like to approach these words during reading?

3. How will we as a class approach these words during discussion?

Racist Language in Small Island

As a class, read the ‘Racist Language in Small Island’ worksheet (p10 
of the Workbook).
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Staging the Play

A tableau is when some of the actors freeze in the middle of the action.  A tableau reveals 
characters’ thoughts or feelings at a particular moment.

Scene Three includes a tableau (p.46):
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Let’s Read.  

Read Act One Scene Three (p. 46-61)

Fourteen pages (around 30 minutes)

GilbertQueenie Arthur
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Discuss the answers to these questions:

1. Why is Gilbert in Lincolnshire?  Why is he 
disappointed? (49)

2. How does Gilbert treat Arthur and Queenie (51)

3. What does Gilbert mean when he says, “this is not 
America” (57)

4. What happens in the cinema? (56-58)

5. What is the effect of the tableau at the start of this 
scene?

A tableau is when some of the actors freeze in the 
middle of the action.
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Discuss: What makes Arthur’s death so upsetting 
for the audience?

Arthur

The end of a scene always reveals something about a character.
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Which of these statements are true?

What is the dramatic term used when actors freeze on stage 
and hold their positions at an important moment?

a)Monologue
b)Scene
c)Tableau
d)Soliloquy

Which of these statements are true?

What is the dramatic term used when actors freeze on stage 
and hold their positions at an important moment?

a)Monologue
b)Scene
c)Tableau
d)Soliloquy
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